
A Survey of Brill-Noether Theory on Algebrai CurvesAlastair D. King, University of Liverpool, U.K.These notes are based on a talk given at the Trento meeting \Vetor Bundles in Alge-brai Geometry" in September 1993. They are intended as a ompanion to the V.B.A.C.Problems List.1. Basi Geography of Speial Bundles and Speial Linear SeriesNotation.C : a smooth projetive urve, genus g � 2,O, K : the trivial line bundle (i.e. struture sheaf of C) and the anonial bundle,E : a vetor bundle over C, with invariants n = rkE, d = degE.De�nition.i) The bundle E is `speial' if h0(E)h1(E) > 0.ii) A `linear series' (or `linear system') grn;d onsists of a vetor bundle E of rank n anddegree d, and a linear subspae � � H0(E) of dimension r + 1. The linear series is`omplete' if � = H0(E) (write jEj for this series) and is `speial' if r+1 > d�n(g�1).When this inequality is satis�ed, we will say that (r; n; d) is of `speial type'.Note that E is speial i� E admits a speial linear series i� the omplete linear seriesjEj is speial.It seems to be more appropriate to desribe linear series in vetor bundles in terms ofthe rational invariants � = dn , � = r+1n and the auxilliary invariant �0 = ���+g�1, whihis hosen so that the linear series is speial i� �0 > 0. When this inequality is satis�ed, wesay that (�; �) is of `speial type'. Note also that, for jEj, �0 = h1(E), by Riemann-Roh.We an then talk about a linear series as being a g(�; �), without speifying the rank ofthe underlying bundle.Basi Results.i) By Serre duality, E is speial i� E_ 
K is speial.ii) Vanishing Lemma: If E is semistable and speial then 0 � � � 2g � 2.iii) Cli�ord's Theorem: If E is semistable and speial, then � � 1+ 12� (or �+�0 � g+1),with equality i� E = On or Kn or C is hyperellipti. Indeed, a line bundle withh = 1 + 12d, must be a power of the hyperellipti line bundle H, for whih jHj is theg12 giving the 2 : 1 map C ! P1.Conlusion. The `speial region' in (�; �) spae, where speial linear series are fored tolie by the above basi results, is the same for semistable vetor bundles as it is for linebundles. (See the attahed `map'.) We should then ask the �ner questions of `geography':i) preisely whih (�; �) are `populated' by speial linear series, for all C?ii) for generi C?iii) how does `generi' depend on the rank?1



2. Brill-Noether VarietiesWe will desribe the varieties (stritly, shemes) W rn;d, of semistable bundles admitting agrn;d, and Grn;d, of linear series grn;d.We begin with the `primitive' ase, i.e. when n and d are oprime. In this ase, allsemistable bundles are stable, and they are parametrised by a �ne moduli spae Mn;d(C),whih is a smooth projetive variety. Reall that `�ne' refers to the fat that there existsa universal family over Mn;d � C. (In keeping with the spirit of this survey, it might beappropriate to denote this moduli spae by J�, sine it has all the important properties ofthe Jaobian Jd.)Naively, i.e. as a set of points,W rn;d(C) = fE 2Mn;d(C) j h0(E) � r + 1gNote that, when (r; n; d) is not of speial type, W rn;d =Mn;d.To get the sheme struture on W rn;d hoose a universal bundle E over Mn;d � C anda �xed `very positive' divisor N , i.e. so that H1(E(N)) = 0, for all E 2 Mn;d. We thenhave an exat sequene0 �! H0(E) �! H0(E(N)) �E�!H0(EjN ) �! H1(E) �! 0in whih the middle two terms have dimension independent of E. If we `globalise' thismiddle part, we obtain a map � : V 0 ! V 1 between the vetor bundles V 0 = �M�E(N)and V 1 = �M�EjN .Then, W rn;d is the determinantal lous where � drops rank by an appropriate amount.The expeted odimension at a `typial' point E (i.e. h0(E) = r + 1) is h0(E)h1(E).Hene, the expeted dimension of W rn;d is the `Brill-Noether number'�rn;d = 1 + n2(g � 1� ��0)From this we see that, in our map, there is a natural region de�ned by e� � 0, wheree� = g � 1 � ��0. In this region one expets the Brill-Noether loi to have dimension atleast 1. Outside, the region there are ertain `exeptional' points where �; � 2 1nZ ande� = � 1n2 . At these points one expets to �nd isolated speial bundles.The tangent spae to W rn;d at a typial point E is the kernel ofp� : Ext1(E;E)! H0(E)� 
H1(E)whih is dual to the `Petri map'p : H0(E)
H0(E_ 
K)! H0(End(E)
K)given by multipliation of setions. Thus, W rn;d has the expeted dimension at E i� thePetri map is injetive. 2



To de�ne Grn;d, we pull bak � : V 0 ! V 1 to the relative GrassmannianGr(r + 1; V 0) ��!Mn;dand onsider the subvariety over whih the universal subbundle s : S ,! ��V 0 is ontainedin the kernel of ���, i.e. Grn;d is the vanishing lous of (���) � s.In the non-primitive ase, i.e. (n; d) 6= 1, the onstrution desribed above breaksdown beause there are semistable points in the moduli spae and there is no universalbundle. We an still de�ne W rn;d in the open set of stable points (even as a sheme,beause of the existene of a loal universal family there) and then take its losure inthe whole moduli spae. A better way to de�ne W rn;d would be as the image of theorresponding determinantal lous in the quot sheme, whose GIT quotient is Mn;d, sinea universal bundle does exist over the quot sheme. With this de�nition, W rn;d may havemore omponents than with the previous one. De�ning Grn;d is more diÆult, and wereturn to that later.3. Prinipal results of Brill-Noether Theory.First, we reall the entral results of Brill-Noether Theory for line bundles, some of whihwere `known' lassially, but whih were give `modern' proofs by Kempf, Kleiman & Laksov,Fulton & Lazarsfeld, GriÆths & Harris, Gieseker (1972-1982). See [ACGH℄ for full details.For all urves C, �rd � 0) Grd and W rd are non-empty;�rd � 1) Grd and W rd are onneted:The varieties may be reduible, but eah omponent has dimension at least �rd.For generi urves C, Grd is smooth of dimension exatly �rd, and hene W rd is irre-duible, and, if r � d� g, of the same dimension. Furthermore, the singular lous of W rdis exatly W r+1d and there is a formula for the fundamental lass of W rd in H�(Jd). Thisgeneralises the formula of Castelnuovo, for the number of speial linear series in the ase�rd = 0, namely g! rYi=0 i!(g � d+ r + i)! :Based on the results for line bundles, the results for vetor bundles fall into two lasses,`expeted' and `unexpeted'.Results of Expeted Type.i) [Su℄ For all urves: if 0 < � � g � 1, then W 0n;d is irreduible of dimension �0n;d.ii) [Te℄ For generi urves: suppose that a; b 2 Z and that the point (�; �0) = (a; b) isin fe� � 0g. Then, for any (�; �0) � (a; b), there is a semistable bundle E, of any rank, witha linear series with invariants (�; �0). Further, if � 62 Z or the point (a; b) is in fe� > 0g,then there exists a stable E with the appropriate linear series.3



Results of Unexpeted Type.i) [GN℄ In the `bottom triangle' 0 � � < � � 1, all stable bundles, exept O lie to theleft of the tangent line to e� = 0 at (�; �) = (1; 1). Thus, in partiular there exist pointswith �rn;d � 1, but with W rn;d empty, for all urves. This phenomenon an be omparedwith Drezet & Le Potier's `fratal mountain range' whih exludes the existene of somestable bundles on P2, whih should exist for purely dimensional reasons [DL℄.ii) [BF℄ There are ontexts in whih the Petri map has extra symmetry whih mayprevent it from being injetive. One suh is when E �= E_ 
 K. Suh bundles E maybe thought of as generalisations of theta harateristis. For suh bundles, the Petri mapis symmetri and hene de�nitely not injetive, when h0(E) > 1. In this ase, there isan alternative Petri map S2H0(E)! H0(S2E) and this gives rise to a di�erent expeteddimension.When rkE = 2 and detE = K, then one automatially has E �= E_ 
 K. Theexpeted dimension for W r2;K � M2;K (the subsript K means that the determinant is�xed to be K) is �r2;K = 3(g � 1)� (r + 1)(r + 2)2It is learly possible to have �r2;K � 0 > �r2;2g�2. Hene, there will exist speial stablebundles, for whih the ordinary Brill-Noether number is negative, e.g. g = 6, r = 4.[BF℄ For g � 9, W r2;K is non-empty i� �r2;K � 0.These moduli spaes have arisen naturally in the ontext of Fano varieties and urvesin K3 surfaes. On one hand [Mu℄, for generi C, with g = 10, the lous W 62;K is empty.On the other hand [Vo℄, for C generi amongst urves in K3 surfaes, with g = 2s � 6,the lous W s+12;K is non-empty. Sine urves in a K3 surfae an be generi from the pointof view of Brill-Noether for line bundles, this provides an example of speiality of urvesbeing seen only by higher rank bundles.
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4. Constrution of non-primitive Grn;dsWhen one annot onstrut Grn;d using a relative Grassmannian assoiated to a universalfamily (and even when one an), these spaes an be ontruted diretly as moduli spaesof linear series. This has been done in [Be℄, [RV℄ and [KN℄.For any positive � 2 R, one de�nes the �-slope of a linear system E;� � H0(E) tobe �� = �+ �� = degE + � dim�rkEA subsystem F;� of E;� onsists of F � E and � � � \ H0(F ). One then de�nes �-stable, �-semistable and S-equivalene in the usual way and shows that one an onstrut amoduli spae of (S-equivalene lasses of) �-semistable linear systems, ontaining an openset of (isomorphism lasses of) �-stable systems.We will denote this moduli spae by Grn;d(�). One an show that, for all but adisrete set of `ritial' values of �, all semistable systems are stable and that, in theintervals between ritial values, the stability ondition and hene the moduli spae isindependent of �. Furthermore, in the `�rst interval' 0 < � < �rst ritial value, theunderlying bundle is neessarily semistable. Hene, the orret andidate for Grn;d is themoduli spae Grn;d(�), for � in this �rst interval. There is a map Grn;d ! Mn;d whoseimage is W rn;d.[RV℄ For all urves C and 0 � � � g � 1, the spae G0n;d is smooth.5. Singular Curves.The onstrution of the Grn;ds goes through for singular urves, provided one is arefulwith the de�nitions.Firstly, a urve is any sheme of pure dimension 1 (or loally Cohen-Maaulay), sourves with embedded points are not allowed, but reduible and non-redued urves are.Seondly, one should equip the urve with a �xed ample polarisation OC(1), whih willnot be uniquely determined if the urve is not integral. For an arbitrary (oherent) sheaf(of OC -modules) one an de�ne the rank and degree by using the Hilbert polynomial�(E(n)) = rkE�(O(n)) + degEThese invariants will be integers for loally free sheaves (rk > 0) and for sheaves supportedin dimension 0 (rk = 0), but will be rational with bounded denominator, for generalsheaves. To obtain projetive moduli spaes, one must onsider not just loally free sheavesbut also sheaves of pure dimension 1 (or loally Cohen-Maaulay, or depth 1) as arryinglinear systems.One should also be aware that for suÆiently bad urves, i.e. some non-redued onesand reduible ones with badly `balaned' polarisations, the struture sheaf OC is not stable,whih alters most of the numbers ourring in the various inequalities.
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